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Speaker idiosyncrasies can affect the perception of phonemes in both auditory and visual 
speech. To disambiguate and learn about speaker idiosyncrasies, listeners can use lexical 
knowledge to determine which phoneme the speaker intended to produce and to adjust their 
phonetic category boundary to recognize the phoneme as intended in future encounters in 
both modalities (e.g., Norris et al., 2003; van der Zande et al., 2013). However, this use of 
lexical knowledge seems to fail in the case of idiosyncrasies in word onsets (Jesse & 
McQueen, 2011). Here, preceding sentence context has been shown to guide the 
recalibration of auditory phonetic categories to adapt to a speaker (Jesse, 2021). In this 
study, we tested whether sentence context can also retune visual phonetic categories. 
During exposure, forty participants saw and heard a speaker producing sentences. On 
critical trials, the final word came from an onset /p/-/t/ minimal pair (e.g., pan vs. tan), but the 
onset was set to be auditorily and visually ambiguous. For half of the of participants, the 
distal sentence context disambiguated the onset as /p/ (e.g., Joline enjoys frying eggs for 
every meal. Unlike others, she never uses inferior cookware for frying.); for the other half as 
/t/ (e.g., Jolene really enjoys the sunshine. Though she never uses any sunscreen, her skin 
never has a rash.). The immediate context was the same across conditions within a pair and 
always supported both interpretations (Rather, she always has a nice [?]an). Both groups 
categorized steps of a visual-only /pɑ/-/tɑ/ continuum before and after exposure. The /p/-
group gave more /pa/ responses than the /t/-group after exposure, but not before exposure, 
indicating that the visual phonetic boundary was recalibrated by the distal sentence context 
during exposure. To summarize, the results of the present study show that sentence context 
can adjust visual phonetic categories to speaker idiosyncrasies during audiovisual speech 
perception. 
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